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The President’s Society Award
Established in 1994 by the President’s Society to recognize academic excellence, financial need and service to the University.
Presented by Dean Adams
Andrea R. Conant ’10

Linda Fox Memorial Endowment Fund Award
Established in 1993 by Mrs. Martha Dewey in memory of her daughter to help defray travel expenses during students’ clerkships.
Presented by Dean Adams
Lauren C. Karp ’09

Arthur Madorsky, MD, Memorial Scholarship Award
Presented in memory of Dr. Art Madorsky, who was a member of the Board of Trustees and faculty, to one or more students with disabilities who demonstrate academic excellence, financial need.
Presented by Dean Adams
Jared M. Gorsuch ’11

Russell C. McCaughan Award
Given to a first-year DO student for academic excellence, participation in extracurricular activities, ability to work harmoniously with fellow students and faculty, strong motivation in osteopathic philosophy, future promise as an osteopathic physician and financial need.
Presented by Dean Adams
Victor L. Kim ’11

Class of 1989 Award
Established in 1989 by the graduating Class of 1989 for contribution to the morale of the class and being supportive to the University.
Presented by Dean Adams
Usaima S. Ahmad ’10

Pomona Rotary Award
Given to a student who demonstrates service to the community, academic progress, excellent student comportment and financial need.
Presented by Mr. Curt Annett, President, Rotary Club of Pomona
Ann E. Kellogg ’10

Montclair Clinic Service Award
Given to the Montclair Clinic student coordinator for facilitating the student programs at the Montclair Clinic as both a learning experience and a valued community service.
Presented by James Lally, DO ’91, MSHPE ’93
Mary E. Welch ’10

William G. Woodman, MD Humanitarian Memorial Award
Established in 1982 by Mrs. Faye Woodman in memory of her husband for humanitarian service, community involvement and volunteer work.
Presented by President Pumerantz
Laura N. Gonser ’10
Jeff Plumb Memorial Award
Established in 1983 by the Classes of 1982, 1983, 1984, and 1985 in memory of Jeff Plumb, who was a member of the Class of 1985, for passionate pursuit of hobbies and interests other than medicine.
Presented by Dean Adams
Katherine A. Lim ‘10

Dr. V. Gladys Shutt Memorial Award
Established in 1986 for outstanding promise in the skill of manipulation and demonstration of the ideals of treating the patient as a whole.
Presented by Mrs. Horriet Pumerantz
Rebecca M. Render ‘08

William G. Stahl, DO, FACOS Memorial Scholarship Award
Established in 1984 by Mrs. Bobbie Stahl in memory of her husband for exhibiting the qualities of the caring and dedicated osteopathic physician.
Presented by Dean Adams
Patrick D. Welch ‘10
Dean J. Taylor ‘11

Glen Scheresky Memorial Scholarship Award
Established in 1997 and sponsored by the Class of 1999 in memory of their classmate, Glen Scheresky, for commitment to the medical profession, being a strong student advocate, setting and attaining high personal goals, compassion towards others and enjoying outdoor activities.
Presented by Dean Adams
Tracy S. Chen ‘11

Clem Parsons Memorial Scholarship Award
Established in 2000 by Mrs. Carolyn Parsons in memory of her husband for good academic performance and financial need.
Presented by Dean Adams
Helia Eragi ‘09

American Association of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine - Council of Student Council Presidents Student DO of the Year Award
Given to a DO student for achievements made while in osteopathic medical school in each of the following areas: service to the College, service to the University, service to the community, service to the profession.
Presented by Tony Khan ‘10
Laura N. Gonser ‘10

Louise Kramer Memorial Scholarship Award
Established in 1995 in memory of Louise Kramer, former Director of Financial Aid, for humanistic and holistic principles inherent in the practice of osteopathic medicine, good academic standing, service to the University and financial need.
Presented by Dean Adams
Kelvin O. Akhigbe ‘10

Osteopathic Physicians and Surgeons of California Award
Presented to a second-year DO student for working to further osteopathic medical education in the state of California.
Presented by Brooke Alexander, DO ‘06
Christopher V. Boudakian ‘10
The Dean's List
Students selected from the top ten percent of each class.
Presented by Dean Adams

SPRING SEMESTER 2007
DO Class of 2009
Negean Afifi
Shaun Chandna
Dorien L. Christensen
Helia Eragi
Kristina D. Galyon
Mehrdad Ghahremani-Ghajar
Benjamin F. Hudson
Alexander D. Krassner
Jean M. Miller
Joseph K. Miller
Michael G. Mount
Laurence A. Noble
Kelly Probst
Jasper M. Rosario
Stella Marie I. Sarmiento
Genevieve I. Sears
Mary-Hang K. Tran
Mercedes C. Traverso
Yulia V. Volokhina

FALL SEMESTER 2007
DO Class of 2010
Aakash K. Agarwal
Meghan E. Allman
Vasilios G. Bournas
Tieneka M. Bultuis
Jake H. Choiniere
Andrea R. Conant
Brad J. Conner
Satinderpal S. Dhah
Mariko Ferronato
Salar Hakkam
Melissa Hodeib
Olga Le Clercq
Aristakes Mnatsakanyan
Nathalene C. Nguyen
Levanto G. Schachtner
Dena R. Shibib
Fernando J. Sorto
Nattaporn Thepyasuwan
Theodore W. VanDerHorst
Debbie Y. Wang
Yvonne C. Yen

DO Class of 2011
Nina P. Almeda
Sonia L. Badheka
Andrea L. Barbu
David G. Bosch
Kyle A. Case
Jared M. Gorsuch
Sharmeen A. Hossain
Omer M. Jamal
Mina Kazemi
Samah Kharban
Javaird M. Noorzad
Ronna S. Parsa
Paige Y. S. Pfund
Jeanine T. T. Phan
Steven L. Platt
Jatin Singh
Kelli Spencer
Adam M. Stephenson
Dean J. Taylor
Drew M. Trainor
Eric Tung
Jessica R. Witherspoon

Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges
Students selected in recognition of outstanding merit and accomplishments as a student.
Presented by Dean Adams

DO Class of 2008
Ligaya F. Park
Bryan J. Dorgan
Emily J. Eloriaga
Micheal K. Messinca
Sabina B. Modelska
Avani H. Rana
Bryon D. Thomson

DO Class of 2009
Negean Afifi
Kelly J. Casserly
Jeremy M. Cox
Ryan C. Harris
Jean M. Miller
Lane A. Noble
Jasper M. Rosario
Durr-e-Shahwaar Sayed
Preston W. Shumway
Simran K. Sidhu
Elizabeth R. Sweeney
Cassie S. Tomlinna
Mercedes C. Traverso
Monique White
Elizabeth M. Windell

DO Class of 2010
Aakash K. Agarwal
Meghan E. Allman
Gabriella W. Baccaglini
Tieneka M. Bultuis
Elbert Chang
Hsiang-Hwa Chen
Jake H. Choiniere
Andrea R. Conant
Brad J. Conner
Satinderpal S. Dhah
Tam T. Do
Adam M. Dost
Darci E. Evans
Mariko Ferronato
Molood Hadi
Salar Hakkam
Brian F. Johnson
Daniel B. Jurich
Olga Le Clercq
Aristakes Mnatsakanyan
Silvia D. Nguyen
Levanto G. Schachtner
Nattaporn Thepyasuwan
Stanley V. Thomas
Theodore W. VanDerHorst
Debbie Y. Wang
Christine Yao
Yvonne C. Yen
Andres Zavala
Osteopathic Manipulative Medicine Teaching Assistants
In recognition of students in the Class of 2010 who assisted in teaching osteopathic manipulative techniques to the first-year osteopathic medical students.
Presented by Raymond Hruby, DO
Chair, Department of Osteopathic Manipulative Medicine

Usaima S. Ahmad
Meghan E. Allman
Naomi K. Atkins
Brian W. Ault
Esther Bae
Elizabeth A. Blankenship
Christopher V. Boudakian
Tienek A. Bullhuis
Christopher W. Carey
Katherine E. Hornsby
Brian F. Johnson
Thong L. Khuu
Shirley S. Koon
Andrew J. Lawson
Luat N. Le
Nam Q. Le
Katherine A. Lim
Tamira J. Miranowski
Aristakes Mnatsakanyan
La Phuong T. Nguyen
Todd E. Payne
Heather M. Shumway
Angelica Talic
Daniel Thut
Katherine S. Van Stedum
Jason R. Wallace
Sarah A. Wear
Kimberly J. Wolf
Jennifer S. Young
Walter D. Yuen
Akbar Zikria

Facilitators for the Summer Medical Sciences Prep Program
In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University, to DO students in the Class of 2010 who served as teaching assistants in the 2007 Summer Medical Sciences Prep Program.
Presented by Rafi Younoszai, PhD

Sheila M. Adan
Meghan E. Allman
Esther Bae
Seth Criner
Darci E. Evans

Christine Y. Lee
Deborah J. Schwartz
Keval D. Shah
Christine Yao
Yvonne C. Yen
Sheri Katayama, DPT
Katherine Duffy, MSPA
Jennifer Kisse, MSPA

Intensive Summer Anatomy Course
In recognition of students in the Class of 2010 who served as facilitators in the 2007 Fall Human Gross Anatomy Course for the first-year osteopathic medical students.
Presented by Craig Kuehn, PhD

Bethany K. Gaylord
Kyle A. Case
Landon R. Fine
Santa Kerzuma
Kyunhee Kim
Victor L. Kim
Shannon N. Laing
James B. Lee
Marko M. Mamic
Paul J. Ngo

Dongchul Paek
Jonathan M. Pester
Keith M. Quirino
Peter A. Reding
Trix Syu
Dean J. Taylor
Athena H. Vuong
Hon Lim Wong
Shaun Xiao
Weili Zhang
The Montclair Clinic Student Volunteers

In recognition of students who volunteer to provide health services at a low cost clinic.
Presented by Gisele Tackoor, JD

Alicia Adams
Aakash K. Agarwal
Sumeet Anand
Elizabeth A. Blankenship
Kristopher E. Carter
Elbert Chang
Hsiang-Hwa Chen
Joseph A. Cuppari
Jonathan Danaraj
Maryam Dastrange

Stephen J. Hallas
Ann E. Kellog
Katherine A. Lim
Tanya Minasian
Todd E. Payne
Keval D. Shah
Heather M. Shumway
Mary E. Welch
Patrick D. Welch
Yvonne C. Yen

East West Scholarship Fund

East West Scholarship
Given to DO students based on academic achievement and community volunteer work.
Presented by Stanley Wong, PhD

Morag N. Day-Scarinci '08
Edward Barawid '09
Salar Hakham '10
Nina P. Almeda '11
Ken Ota '08
Dorien L. Christensen '09
Lam-Phuong T. Nguyen '10
Dean J. Taylor '11

Northwest Track Award
Presented to a first or second year Northwest Track student, in good academic standing, who best exemplifies leadership and commitment to the practice of Osteopathic medicine, service to the COM student community and for inspirational contribution to Northwest Track colleagues.
Presented by Dean Adams

Todd E. Payne '10

Dean's Award
Given to a DO student for service to the University and the community, leadership ability and good academic standing.
Presented by Dean Adams

Mary E. and Patrick D. Welch '10
James Yee Ginn and Mae Ginn Memorial Osteopathic Scholarship
Presented to a DO student based on academic excellence, service to the University and to the community.
Presented by Stanley Wong, PhD

Yvonne C. Yen '10

Dr. T. G. Wing Chow Scholarship
Presented to a DO student based on academic excellence, service to the University and to the community.
Presented by Stanley Wong, PhD

Hsiang-Hwa Chen '10

The Dr. Tai Wu Scholarship
Presented to a DO Chinese student based on academic excellence, community service and financial need.
Presented by Stanley Wong, PhD

Hon Lim Wong '11

The Wong Family Scholarship
Presented to a DO student based on financial need.
Presented by Stanley Wong, PhD

Eric Tung '11
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